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_ here means your sub is up and its time to renew, a word to the wise 
is sufficient. / here means this is, I hope, a trade with your zi^e.

here means that is we don’t hear from you again then this is tie list 
copy of Lunacy that will grace your mailbox.
So till next issue we bid youse fond adieu.



We really don't know hot? to 
off this editorial. Our natural im
pulse is to heap praise upon our 
heads for the exhaustive Job of dun 
mying without a typer we did^ But 
not wishing to appear egotistic we' 
11 skip over it and. go on to the 
rest of the contents.

Starting with the cover, the nat
ural place to begin, we see a cover 
done by 3 different fanartists. Gil 
Ayala, John Cockroft and Tom Jewett 
They don't know about the combining 
of their covers, but vie thought it 
wa s a good idea.

This issue wo have quite a bit of 
good material via. Coslet's Liss .Bur
eau. Ue also have an interss t ing 
article on dreams which we hope wi
ll arouse plenty of coment, as sho 
-uld Fantasy And Evolution. Lot ’ s 
have your ideas on these interest 
ing topics® 

For those who like to argue over
stories, uro and con. Ue have an 
article by Redd Boggs, entitled ap
propriately enough The Pros—1946.

Our letter section could stand a 
good shot in the arm, so how about 
hearing from sone of youse who have 
’nt up to date unburdened your soul 
to our little insane corner,

Recently we went to a GGFS meet
ing in ole Frisco, where we met the 
two Trover Hall partners. They des
cribed to us experiments they had 
made in mental telepathy and result 
of same achieved. To our consider
able surprise they had gotten at 
least 75# correct with no other con 
-tact than thought.

If you are in a place where you 
can got hold of another interested 
person to try out this experiment 
here is hot? you go about it:

Sit across from each other in a 
room, seated comfortably with eyes 
closed and relaxed. Jhagine a blank 
screen and let your mind rest a t 
. CAP .... re . io is to send 

and who is to receive® The receiv
er should settle down and relax to 
that gray screen, the sender should 
concentrate on an abstract subject, 
in black or whi-he, whichever you pre 
farbest, on the screen.

The subject chosen to be sent sho 
-uld be abstract for solid objects 
have too many angles to them to con 
-centrate on. Abstract subjects as 
letters of the alphabet, circles, 
lines,stars, dots, etc. are easy— 
at least they said they were——to 
send and receive. Uhy not try this 
simple experiment for a few days, 
don't expect positive results right 
away, but hoi? about trying it and 
lot us know the results, Uhat about 
it?-----Rick,Gil, and Van; Worm and 
Allan; and the rest of youso pairs.

Ueli that's all for this issue. 
Lunacy will be out tri-ninthly from 
now on due to the rise in cost aff
ecting ditto paper and also scarci
ty of material.

Tncidently what do you think abo
ut our fanzine review column. Old 
owerty U. Ion isn't bad, neofan, wi 
guess®
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 H 0 0 0 0 0 0 H
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HI THE DECK

Ho on© on any of Centaurs
■Ids, with the except ion of 

six wor
Rui Ihr

-onjkucvr exactly what The Plan was. 
And Rui Thron would never tell, for 

the deadly space-sickness that had 
stricken so many of his people. Rui 
Thron would die without evor regain 
-ing consciousness.

But his Plan would live on, and 
when the tine came, it would pave 
the way for the Centaur tans con
quest of their nearest neighbor,the 
Solarian System.

Rui Thron had made his great Plan 
after a long interstellar voyage to 
Sol. He had been the only Centaur- 
ian to make that trip and return, 
and it h ad gain ed him much praise 
and fame-and a slow, lingering dea
th from which there was no escape.

But he had solced many problems on 
the voyage, His plan contained a 
protection from space-sickness, ex
act figures on distance,time requir 
-ed to reach Sol, supplies needed, 
Solarian defences,everything neces
sary for a large-scale invas ion. 

But best of all, the plan showed- 
AH EJVinCIBLE, INFALLIBLE METHOD OF 
ATTACK AND COLTHTRATTACK-that could 
not fail to succeed.

Ho one knew yet just what the Plan 
was basfcally, although they knew its 
purpose. And no one could master it 
without knowing it exactly as Rui 
Thron had made it,because Rui Thron 
was the greatest intellectual in th© 
Centaur ion system. And, most impor
tant cP ail,no one could ever hope— , 
or try—to produce its equal.

So tlie Centaurians made arrange
ments for its protection in the be
st, and surest way they knew. Since 
Rui Thron’d orders had been that it 
not be opened and read until a cer
tain time, when the attack would be 
raost sure to succeed, they gave it 
to Radik,the greatest military str
ategist and fighter in all Centauri 
with instructions that he guard it, 
and give his life if necessary, to 
protect it.

Radik guarded the Plan as a moth
er guards her son, never for a mom
ent allowing it from his sight. Ev-

the 
his

en vjhen he slept, '
-ly placed under 3 
But then one ni<£it

was safe 
massive body, 

(the night be
fore the Plan was t o be opened and 
read) unscrupulous Centaurians att
empted to steal it. There were al 
most a dozen of them, and Radik put 
up a valient fight for the Plan.

He followed the instructions to 
the letter. For, by the time help 
could arrive, Radik gasped out his 
last, sobbing breath. He had given 
his life and the plan was safe.

The next day,the High Council ma
de a grand ceremony of opening the 
Plan. "Sol is doomed?Jn they saide 
and all over dentauri, the masses 
took up the cry ”Sol is doomed? It 
will soon be ourstJ" For there was 
no chance that Sol could win again
st The Plan.

Then the High Council read the 
Plan, and bowed their heads moment 
tarily in honor of the brilliant 
mind that had evolved it. Indeedp 
it was invunerable. Sol could nev
er hdpe to stand against it.

They came to the Han’s final par
agraph. They had left it until last 
saving its final message for the 
time when it would set the most ef
fect ivo reception from tho listeners 
The head cf the High Council read 
slowly: "When the attack begins it 
must be turned ov et to the command 
of one man, and one man only. There 
is no other capable of handling the 
profect at the crucial moment, end 
failure to handle it correctly will 
mean that the whole plan will fail 
miserably, m this event, Centauri 
will suffer a crushing defeat that 
cun only end in Solarian conquest 
of our system.

The Eigh Council read the name of 
the key man, tho man whom Rui 
Thron had said was the only one who 
could successfully carry through his 
Plan, and their bodies slumped do-
oh TUe 7)



FAJITAS! AI® EVOLUTION
-—by Lyman Yost D.A.—A.O.R.S

In this age of Fantasy, Science, 
Planet and Space fiction. It seems 
appropriate to have a look at the 
cycles at this time, Eaerson wrote 
"Every circumstance is the inevita
ble result of those that have gone 
before, and a part of an endless 
chain of circumstances." It follows 
that this fantastic find confused 
age is the twitable result of ages 
past,and quite in line with Evolut
ion .

Imagine the Milky Way Galaxy as a 
giant clock, every today in it act
ing as a wheel. Each depending on 
the others for Mathematical Precis- 
ion-The clock that strikes the time 
for all things to happen, and, be
lieve it or not they happen. Neit
her ahead or behind time, but right 
on time.

The first cycle we can understand 
is the revolution cf the earth on it 
axis—Brings day and night. We do 
nothing about this except divide it 
into hours and minutes for our con
venience and correct it each day at 
noon, zero meridian.

The next cycle is the revolution 
the moon around the earth. Makes 

the tides. Ue do nothing about this 
except to get out of the way.

The third cycle we can understand 
is the revolution of the Barth aro
und the Sun, Brings the seasons of 
the year. We understand the first 
three' because we pass thru them, 
daily, monthly, and yearly. The 
greater cycles are left for Astron
omers to calculate.

The cycle that works the ages is 
brought about by the circle of the 
"Celestial Pole". Tn Astronomy ex
plained as the procession cf We Eq
uinoxes. Blavatsky explains it as 
"a revolution of the Equinoxal poi
nts." This movement cf the extended 
pole is in a circle from the star 
Polaris to Vega in Capricon, and 
back in a 26,000 year cycle, and 
as the "extended" Equator passes 
thru the entire Mlky Way Galaxy, 
the 12 constellations, the 12 signs 
of the Zodiac; it works the 12 ages 
of nan, 2760 years each. As the Eq
uinox passes from one sign to anoth 
-er, it marks the close to one age 

and the beginning of the next. With 
a cataclysm of some sort that destr
oys Civilization and starts a new, 
to conform to the new ages.

We have a written history of three 
ages.

Hoses began the history of the Jew 
as the Equinox passed from Genius, 
Ais, the twins, to Taurus, Earth;the 
Bull, with the alegory of Adan and 
Eve, This was an age of farmers , 
herders, rovers. Earth Earthly.

As it passed from Taurus to Aries 
the headof the Zodia, it marked- 

: The beginning of Egyptian civilizat
ion and the close of the Taursin© 
age.

The closing of the Arian age and 
the beginning of the Piocean marled 
the end of Egypt and the start of 
Roman Cdtvilization. But for the Ros 
-etta stone, today we would kno lit- 
tie of Egyptian life. It wouldnh 
be difficult to explain the coldblo
oded cruelty of the past age if it is 
accepted as cosmic-vibrations.

1912, the Equinox passed from Pis 
-cos into Aquarius, the "Han in the 
Skies"—"The Lian With the Pitcher of 
Water, Pouring Water on the Earth to 
Replenish it that it might Produce 
more Abundant for all."—Ais.

There is nothing left of Egypt or 
Rome today but history, mythology, 
and a dead language. Hany things 
will happen during tills age, however 
we are discussing "fantasy" only.

JUet as man conquered the waters of 
the Earth during the water age, he 

, • will conquer the air during the Aq
uarian age.

Fantasy will become fact. Inter
planetary communication is not far 
in the future.

When the world comes out of this 
confusion that cones with a change 
of ages—-like the confusion of col
ors between colors in the rainbow, 
the entire structure, public, econ
omic, social., and religious will— 
and must be changed—out of that con 
-fusion.

Fantasy and stf. xtIII seen like 
prophecy. Hany of us will find our 
-selves along the spiral at liberty 
to move forward or backward at will

5



V&lLo glancing back through, ny let 
-ter files in a reminiscing mood 
the other day, I camo across a ser
ies of correspondence with Rick the 
Sneer dealing with dreams, tbeir or- 
gins, what moaning they have, etc.

We had quite an argument about it 
and tlie theory of dreams X finally 
evolved from the reading of two bo
oks "Our Serial Universe" and "Time 
Out of Mind”, the author of which I 
forget; and some long arguments wi
th my English teacher,whto I intro
duced to stf. 1*11 attempt to ex
plain in the following:

Dreams are perhaps the hardest 
subject to explore and study. Many 
people do not droam at all, while 
others who need the encouragement 
of strange gastronomical fare to 
produce the dream can be discounted 
as acciddents brought on by an unbal 
-ancing of the body chemistry.

It is not with these two above 
mentioned groups but with the third 
and minority group. The group who 
droams every night of the week and 
twice on Sundays possess sone str
ange and almost supernatural power. 
These people who dream every night 
rarely can remember what they had 
dreamt the night before, only the 
outstanding and bfearre remains cle
arly in their minds, only the ones 
with some meaning. Sometimes this 
meaning is so disguised in other 
meaningless figments it is Imposs
ible to follow but sone people have 
developed this power to cm amazing 
degree,this power which I have left 
unnamed thus far is as surprising 
as its concept——Time Travel

Yes, Time Travel,not in the sonse 
vie have learned from our science
fiction textbooks but in a different 
and almost frightening manner.

Consider this: Our body exists in 
the present. It can neither go for 
-ward nor backward,it exists in the 
Present and only in the present. 
Our conscious mind exists in the 
present and in the past, with ease 
our mind can travel the channels of 
the past, back into tine we can go, 
any of us, think of Valley Forge, 
Waterloo, your mind is traveling in 
Time,back but it also exists in the 
present, it must for your mind con
trols all voluntary and involuntary

DREAT.'S—by Abdullah Guesswho

muscular movements. Therefore is 
it not logical to assume that our 
subconscious mind can exist in th© 
past, present and future. It can 
travel the channels of the future 
as easily and as freely aa our con
scious mind travels the past.

However our minds are not develop
ed to a state where we can set our 
subconscious free while still in a 
condition which we call "awake". To 
do this we must relax control over 
it and allow it to room, to do this 
we sater into the state known aa sleep 
The entrance into this state sets 
our subconscious mind free from, its 
material bonds and is free to wand
er the paths of the past, present, 
and future with equal freedom.

While it is wandering, it is trans 
-mitting to the conscious and re
ceptive brain, the events it seos 
These are sent to our sleeping mind 
as dreams.

There are several instances in ev 
-ory persons experiences where a mo 
-ther, aunt or grandmother had some 
sort of dream spells, you might al
most call them,where dreams she has 
come true with amazing accuracy P 
sometimes as many as 75# of them. 
I^y mother falls in the above cate
gory and she really scares me every 
time she has a gory dream.

So the next tine someone dreams 
of seeing death in their dreams, 
don’t scoff---- --IT COULD BE YOUI!

El©———
HHHHIIIIHHIHHHHHiHHiH
SUBHOWSUBNOWSUBNOWSUBIIOWSUBHOW^
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FANTASY COIliEIITA^OH---- 36 page mim- 
eoed ''periodical",, issued quarter
ly four times a year every threoe 
months by A. \ Langbey Searles, ed
itor and publisher, from The House
on 235th Street 19 East 335th
Street — New York 66, N.Y. Copy
righted, Yeti An ultra-conserva
tive magazine devoted to the more 
serious aspects of science and fan 
-tasy fiction. But interesting, 
nonetheless. Excellent articles, 
good book reviews — no fiction — 
highlight the publication. Evide
ntly much tine is spent in resear
ch on the articles for a Been dep
th of perception is revealed in 
the detailed writings. The more 
serious fan shouldn't be without 
this magazine. 200 fron the editor 
QUERTYUIOP' UERTYUIOPQV/ERTYUTOPniER
FANTASY ILLUSTRATED----occasionally 
from Bob Steins 514 N. Vienna Ave, 
Milwaukee 12, Wisconsin, the only- 
city with a head'on it. Five cents 
each and hectoed, this anemic lit
tle zine contains much hekto art 
by Stein; sone of which is good, 
and sone precisely the opposite.

Holbrook Galey and James Kidder 
talk about fantasy as related to 
the sense of smell. They must have 
been reading some certain fanzines 
.....A sheet of mlmeoed stuff from 
the Institute of General Semantics 
is included but not understood. 
And Robert Evans muses about var
ious "Superman" novels, evidently 

a rehash of an article in Fantasy 
Commentator, Badly typed and bad
ly hektoed. Take your chances,
' WERTYUIOPQUERTm
FANENS-——Just what it says, from 
Walt Dunkleberger, editor and pub
lisher, 1443 4th Ave. South, Fargo 
North Dakota. 20/sht, 55/^1" Over 
300 numbers to his credit, Dunk is 
still going strong. He also inclu
des pre-publication fotos of the 
cover .paintings of FBI.
< ’ V7ERTYUI0pOVJERTYUI0Pp V7ERTYUI0PQWER
THE GROTESQUE——a quarterly fro 
Ron Christensen, he of the Big Sec 
-ret, spawned from the sidewalks, 
of N'Yawk—1670 East 33rd Street , 
Brooklyn 10, N.Y. Ron contemplates 
offering prizes for good,acceptab
le articles, Whether he can or not 
is uncertain. This may very well 
start a furor among fanzine editors 
as to the principles,when fan writ 
-srs direct their efforts toward the 
prizeoffering zine sad to none oth
ers, Other editors will then have 
to have prizes to regain their err
ant contributors, and, unable to 
follow the others,small zines will 
go wanting for Uss® It will be in
teresting to watch.

Tn this,vol 2,no 1, Ron discus
ses the NFFF rather cynically;Tuck 
er Eiaas on the sanity of the LASFS 
and LA fandom In general; Fantasy 
Musicomments by Bob Gaulin QT SURE 
IS 1)7 time travel yarn by the ©d; 
and a conglomeration of reader's 
letters. A two-color linoleumblock 
cover imparts a classy appearance 
to the zino, and colorful interior 
pics are fine, also. Very good,for 
the new price of 250

THE MUTANT—bimonthly if you shell 
out 100 or 3 for 250, which price 
includes an irregular single-sheet 
bulletin, Mutant Digest. Sloppily 
mlmeoed on doubtful stock. Best 
thihg is article on technocracy by 
Hehry Elsner Jr,in which he blasts 
the present Price System of lotsa 
dollars and no sense. Convincing, 
too. Kemady produces a fleabit ten 
yarn, and is then chosen fan of the 
month in the feature of that name. 
It shouldn't happen to a dawg!
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The rest is medioore-ly medioorea 
It, inoidontly, is published bf Ben 
Singer,3242 Llonteray,Detroit 6,liieh 
of the Detroit Singer’s®
QWRTnHDPQUERTHJI^
SCIENCE-FICTION WORLD-—*-published 
by Dale Tarr, 1402 Scott, Covington 
Kentucky® No price or schedule is 
listed® Tarr tells how he made his 
mm. nimeo outa a paint can, and all 
hectoers should read this. Complete 
instructions, from prying off the 
can lid to dropping the completed 
nag into the mailbox® George Hac- 
kaily relates how he won a coupla 
shirts betting on nags vxlth fantast
ic names® Coslet Comments on Sky- 
lark of Space, and other classics® 
A Reader’s section,book review, and 
editor’s comments and several ear- 
toons wind up the zine. nimeoing 
isn’t so good,and the editor’s typ* 
or has a displaced "n", but nice, 
nice reading anyway.
QUESTYUIOPQWJjRTYUI^
THE SCIENTIFICTIONIST——•‘•occasion
ally from Henry Elsner Jr, provided 
the material is provided, at 13618 
Cedar Grove, Detroit 5, LIiohigan® 
This,the poor man’s Fantasy Commen
tator, is miraeoed and costs ten 
cents each, three for twobits, etc® 
Vol 2, Hol has a fairly passable- 
HEKTOED-cover by Stein, and blurbs: 
Kn article about fan organizations, 
which talk about bettering the wor
ld but never do® Book reviews from 
Searles and Aoky—the two extrenscf 
fandom (take your choice)-——are 
present but not accounted for. Nom 
Stanley concludes Among The Classic 
a series of Amazing Stories by G. 
Peyton Wertenbaker, a neat Job®, 
^arl Brecker talks about the publi
shing history of Astonishing Stories 
in this first, of two parts, and Bob 
Stein discusses Stanley Weinbaum 
and General Semantics and figures 
that everything is changing from 
one minute to the other® (New stork 
trip, Bob?) Eight pages of letters 
follow, in which Ilodgekins attacks 
the attackers of Technocracy,Hadley 
defends Skylark of Space, and the 
rest is the usual droolings. Fair, 
if you like wordy, essay-1 ike arti
cles® no fiction®

SGANGRI-L’AFFAIRES——almost bimon
thly LASTS club organ edited by Bur 
bee and published by any sucker he 
on get to do the dirty work® Ten 
cents each, 3 for two-bits® One of 
the best zines In fandom, due most
ly to the Burbee brand of editorial 
humorp "34 continues the Dream Ser
ies of nightmarish narratives with 
the fifth by Kris Neville — an in
conspicuous thing induced by coupla 
shots of stencil-correcting fluid— 
and #6, entitled——"Passion In Br
ooklyn 30", by Ricky Slavin—pro 
bably a byproduct of warm root beer 
and "The Pornographer’s Handbook®" 
Latest tidings reveal that Shaggy 
was banned in Boston. Willmorth 
talks about things but says nothing 
F Lee Baldwin presents seme slight
ly wacky but good fiction in a ser
ial of undetermined length. Tigrina 
gabs about LASES meetings, Ackerman 
pounds his review of Xmas at Bixel 
St. on lousy stencils, which is fine 
as we can’t decipher his puny puns 
Five pages of letters MLow includ
ing a stinker by Bob Bloch and more 
excuses from Harry Warner Jr. Fict
ion (?) by Larry Klein, and some
thing called a Vignette which pro
poses a five day week, if only to 
reduce loaf ing-time of perpetual 
loafers, winds up the ish® 
owerttoiopojtertiuiofi^^
TREADING IN THE DUST----- »is the cryp 
-tic sentence on the cover of this 
net? Rehmzine® Yes, a hektoed, twel
ve pager from Raj Rehm, 2837 San 
Jose Ave,Alameda, Calif® where auto 
drivers use radar to htint tlieSr vic
tims. Thick smog, you know. Haram 
perhaps some of the zine is dittoed 
too. Typical Rehmish h^mor and ful 
-ly half the mag is devoted to some 
horrible letters. Rates are 3/10 
and worth it, if only to fill your 
mailbox.
^WERTYUIOP- WERTIUIOP UERTgUIOK V7ERT

Ueli kiddies, that finishes Fan 
Slants for this tine® As Missus lop 
clears the dishes and empties the 
ash trays, I lean back and frighten 
rayself by reading "Atomic Power 
Plant" in the Feb. slickpaper ASF. 
Rogers has done next issues cover 
for a Williamson yarn® H’ray.
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It is manifest to ras that th© fan 
-tasy pulp field has improved its 
literary standard considerably in 
the past five years. Specifically, 
during the late war the Standard 
Twins strained at their bootstraps 
and pulled themselves up till they 
are above all other Magazines in 
tlie field behind the Street & Smith 
entry. However, paradoxical as it 
appears,tlie year 1946 failed to pro 
-dues a single outstanding story, a 
"classic” that ever will be added 
to the list of all time bests. The 
-rewus not a single yarn which cou
ld unhesitatingly be selected for 
another stf anthology, nor a single 
tale to compare with "Cctato Enginn«» 
eers", and "Black Destroyer" of ‘?9 
"If This Goes On" and "Sian" of *40 
or "Universe" and "By HU Boostraps" 
or 1941*

This fact suddenly became appar
ent to me recently, when I sat down 
to fill out my ballot for Kennedy’s 
Fantasy Review noil fin* the five beet 
stories of 1946. I found myself 
hard-pressed to choose even three 
stories worthy of placement on a 
"Best" list, and this to me was a 
singular occurance, because I usu
ally have several dozen candidates 
in mind for every place available.

Or course for all I know, such a 
sad state of affairs might conceiv
ably have been current since 1942, 
because 1946 is the first year sin
ce then that I have been able to 
read nofet of the promogs issues dur 
-ing the year. A ballot sent to 
Harry Warner Jr. at the end of 1941 
for his last annual pro-story poll 
in Spacewayy uas the last time I att 
-emptod tomake a list of "Bosts" 
in fantasy tales.

As for Joke’s poll: After much 
thought, I finally wrote these tit
les into the spaces: "Call Ilin Den
on" (Hammond) "She Derk World" (Ku- 
ttner, "The Chronicler" (van Vogt.) 
"The Chromium Helmet" (Sturgeon), 
and "A Logic Hamed Joe" (Jenkins).

Each of these Is, of course, soma 
what above the average, and one or 
two might possibly stand among the 
25 or 50 best stories of 1939 or 40 
had they been published then. How
ever, none of them gove me that pec
uliar thrill one experiences upon 
reading a "classic". Only one story

THE PROS—1946

in the list, "Call Him Demon", pre
sents what once would have beer call 
-ed a "mutant" idea and couches it 
In such excellent writing that it 
stands head-and-shoulders above all 
others. Hammond-Kuttner’s novelet 
was,for tliis fan, the most outstand 
-Ing story of the year. To think 
that it was the last yarn in the 
Fall TWS that I got around to read
ing, and that—even then—it took a 
letter from Coslet highly recommend 
-Ing the story,to entice me to read 
it!

second selection, "The Dark 
World", was Kuttner’s most success
ful contribution to the field of 
scient If antasy, that unique mating 
of two supposedly inimical types,at 
which Hank is the only current mas
ter. This story was one of 1946’s 
most extravagantly praised,and cer
tainly it deserved most of the Kud
os It received, while this fan cou
ldn’t see the Merritt in it,I could 
see its "merit", and I rate it 
as the finest stfsy taleewr to app 
-ear In the Standard pulps. When 
I read it I got to ocmparlng ths no
vel to Brita Leiber’s "Destiny Times 
Three", Which I think it resem
bles to a marked degree. I still 
haven’t decided which I like better

Kuttner’s amazingly prolific out
put is directed into two main chan
nels, the stfsy type for TWS and SS 
and Kis ASF acceptances——tales, 
usually, of a Campbellian-dark fut
ure—-as "Lewis Padgett". The best 
of the latter type published in *46 
was, in ray opinion, "Tim® Enough", 
with the serial "&izy Chessman" tra
iling dose behind. However I will 
now climb out cm a limb and proc3j®im 
that Standard is now receiving the 
plums of the Kuttner harvest, Hank 
currently being more successful and 
entertaining with his stfsy than
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with his "Padgettales". »

Both "Valley of The Flame” and "I 
An Eden” were ©lose contenders for 
inclusion in the best list, but I 
feel that each is inferior to "The 
Dark World" by a tangible margin, 
and several shades below earlier 
Kuttner ©lassies, published in oth
er years* And, after all,this list 
wasn’t supposed to be one of "Kutt- 
ner’s Five Best!"

Selection nmber three,"The Chron 
-icier", or "Th© Poor Lian’s Null-A" 
was a camparatlve disappointment, 
coming as it did from the illustri
ous typer of Alferd van Vogt, Llueh 
remindful, in parts, of "World of A 
this serial was less nebulous, al
beit just as unconventional,and sc
arcely measured up as a van Vogt cla
ssic * However, I an cognizant of 
the fact that van Vogt suffers from 
the disadvantages of being too fam
iliar to stf readers,a handicap whi 
-ch invariably balances whatever ad
vantages such familiarity nay poss
ess* Viewed as a mere stf story ra
ther than a van Vogt classic, "The 
Chronicler" becomes a well-written, 
masterfully-handled story of son® 
stature* Had a new author written 
it, "The Chronicler" would have re
ceived the loud applause it deserv
ed*

There is little to say about "®ie 
Chromium Helmet" • This was just an 
-other ingenious and entertaining 
story from a pen idle for too many 
years* Sturgeon’s output seems 
at long last on the increase, and 
perhaps it is not too much to ex
cept that 1947 will give us more an 
more Sturgeon yarns of-the caliber 
of "A God in A Garden", "Microscop
ic God" and "Ether Breather"*

The choice of Will F« Jenkins’ "A 
Logic Named Joe" was surprising.,., 
even to this fan. I like Leinster 
immensely* lie is another writer who 
-se output, already prodigious, is 
still waxing, and — amazingly en
ough — most of his stuff is highly 
original and thought-provoking* Le
inster’s facile style makes his ev
en less successful stories read
able and enjoyable, but none good 
or bad was more acceptable than " A 
Logic Namod Joe". Hore was a genu
inely funny, honestly entertaining, 

enjoyable story*
By the tine this article appears, 

the FANTASY REVIEW poll results 
will, of course, be common knowled
ge, so it seems incumbent upon me 
to mention here that yes,I did read 
"Pattern For Conquest", "The Fahy 
Chessmen" and "Slaves of The Lamp"- 
—to name three start® s that probab^ 
ly will rank near the top in the act 
-ual results. I have placed these 
three on my "Also North Reading" 
list, but none quite measured up as 
a "Best". "Slaves of The Lamp", for 
example, started out well, but the 
second installment was rather piti
ful. "The Fairy Chessmen" has bo
on mentioned previously,, and George 0 
Smith’s thing was (in my opinion) 
distinguished mainly by its llngth, 
which lent Itself to discussion of 
several interesting concents, but 
failed utterly to entertain.

I missed one Planet Stories for 
the year, but from all reports over 
looked nothing of interest. I must 
also confess that I didn’t read any 
issues of the 'Ziff-Davis mags dur
ing 1946, thereby missing the much 
discussed "Aghntl" in the June Arnaz 
But outside of Eerr Hauser’s novel, 
did I miss anything of importance? 
Unless ALE has changed radically in 
the past few years, I think not*

Z&^-Z-Z-Ztt
t ST THE DECK (cont.)•W&C

JESTEDLY, their brains a turmoil of 
bitter, horrible disappointment*

There had bean a joker in the deck 
The none of the key nan was*.Radi 

Chief military strategist of Genta-

FANTASY AND EVOLUTION (cont.)
-some 17111 continue to move forward 
-others will retrograde to Things, 
left along the path for dead-Things 
that never die.

Anything can^ha^nen in this age!!

Robert A Heinlein had a stf story 
in the Feb* 8 Sat Eve Post* Also in 
the sane issue was a fantasy about 
a coal knone who gets lost*

Hero’s to more and more fantasy!!
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LETTERS FROM THE LUWATTCS
VIALTKESSELI7ALTKESSELVJALTKESSELWALTK  
Dear Jawce;

Mayhap I can clear up that point 
on hypnosis that was bothering Jew
ett 0 The question is asked, "Can a 
person be made to do something while 
under hypnosis he vzould not do in 
a noxml state?" The answer is yes 
and no. He’ll take the-no-first.

IJo, he cannot, if nerdy told to 
do it. As an example we’ll take a 
girl. Tills girl is very docent, 
clean-minded, and modest. If, in a 
hypnotised state, she were told to 
undress, she would not. More than 
likely,she would awaken, and though 
she would not know why, be very mad

If, however she was told she was 
alone in her room ready to retire , 
and then told to undress for bed, 
sho would.

This, then, leaves us with a con
ditional yes which in actuality is 
a no, as a situation has been creat 
-ed for her in which ahe would nor
mally do what she had been command
ed while hypnotized,

A man nay not ccmmitt murder, but 
if told he held a water pistol in 
his hands and it would be a nice jo
ke to squirt Joe over there, well.•

Jawgo, on the whole, I find an am
azing amount of good material and, 
good writing in LUITACY (beep tbs name 
incidently) It is my opinion that 
Young Fandom is Just what Is ne
eded to teach the new fan what is 
good and viiat is hack. It will help 
mature him and equip him to meet an 
old fan on the same level. Tn oth
er words,a sort of school. Or shall 
we say "pre-flight". It’s a damn 
good idea,and don’t let the old fen 
tlirow you guys off the track. Hot 
if you neon what you say and are 
seriously interested in fandom.

Don’t be impatient. As with a 
musician, artist, printer, etc., it 
takes time to learn what you’re do
ing. Don’t try to copy anybody’s 
style, but study them and your own 
will come naturally. Don’t try to 
be funny unless you can. Unless 
you know that little editorial in- 
set is amusing.

Also, don’t play up the idea of 
this being "our mag". At least not 
in words. Host fen don’t give a 
good dog-gonnit anyway in the case 
of new fmz. There ore too many of 
them. But instead, show it. Remem
ber, actions sneak louder than word 
You make it a good zine first 
and then they’ll bo glad to keep it 
that way.

I speak from observing my own err 
-ors and still not being able to 
correct, them. "Them that can does.

First after Walt wo have Rick Snear 
-y« RickSnearyRickSnearyRickSneary

IJow for a few well poisoned words 
on Lunacy 7. The cover looked like 
tho line of thing that lunacy has 
bee ano famous for (did I forget an 
in-) HeHelle, I just saw the Rooster 
that wore Red Pants. Ha, Ha IK

Editorial was not bad at all. I’m 
against the changing 8® ths mag’s 
name. We’re used to the name Of Lun 
-acy, we will always think of it as 
that. After all "A lose by any Oth
er none would smell."

Hie poem by Doris Currier "Thanks 
-giving was very good. Ono of her 
best.

Van Convening’s poem sounded like 
;;;;;;;Terra -fair ah,,,ekkkk!

Letters were very googoo. Really 
Q3. I lllce your two new readers, 
Boggs and Hax. Igore is an old fr
iend of course, a cousii of Urguts. 
Next terra-fair ah Van Courvering. 
Dear Lunacy;

// 7 was swell.
Why Young Fandom showed a broad 

mind at work..didn’t forget to show 
both sides of the question. Say...



that table of contents pie was real 
-ly something® o 0\^ didn’t you give 
Burgess credit down there? Other 
inside pics wore so-so®. .CockrofVs 
were best, year’s the worst, (Now 
maybe you’ll leave my poems alone?)

As for that question as to name, 
as long as you-want to keep the pre 
sent nag going,keop its present nana 
going too® Hight as well start a new 
sine with tho new name, if any, be
cause your material could appear in 
any zine and no one would be the wis
er® So, you see, the name is the 

’ only thing anybody goes by® Obey know 
Lunacy......change the name, and it 

, might just us well be a new zine® I 
dont-think people will laugh at the 
name, I don’t. In fact, it sounds 
typical of hm most fen like to 
tify themselves. Gives tho mag sen 
-se of personality,,.something diff

Tho human-body certainly has its 
limitations, .such as not being able 
to reach all parts of it with any 
part of tho body,but the advantages 
offset then. After all, if you had 
a protean,semi-liquid body, it wou- 
Id be mighty hard to get leverage on 
anything,and you would be easy prey 
for any minor accident. Your brain, 
for instance,oven Ai the center,wou
ld be subject to all kinds of press
ure, But one thing could he remedied 
which would increase our powers gre
atly without any major change of phy
sique, ,,,, ..activating all the uiised 
brain cells® What’s the use of such 
a large and vunerable head if all 
the thinking brain could be put in a 
dog’s skull without ham to it?

m •» ua iiw—waifiw — ■* a* «• ■■ m «m» «m m» — ww r.~0

IJow from 000 Lkax Sonstein-he subbed 
You’ve started the year off right 

» with a very big improvement in Loon 
ey. Star of Wonder was good. • • I like 
stories that have endings which tie 
in with Biblical or mythological 
loro,ostensibly explaining the Inez 
-pileable events which are supposed 
to be taken on faith®

Enjoyed article on Young Fandom, 
It does give one to think.

Letter section was interesting, but 
not enough letters, I think this ish 
will bring you in more letters of 
comment®

Noted Redd Boggs suggestion about 
changing the name of the mag. As to 
that, it all depends on what sort of 

mag you plan to have® If it is tc be 
devoted to gags, jokes,and cartoons; 
the present title is as good as any® 
If you are going to have the mere 
serious approach (as this issue in
dicates) then a change in name is 
indicated, m the latter event, I’d 
like to suggest the name "Neophyto", 
which would be in keeping with a 
mag that is slanted toward the neo- 
fan®

Didn’t care much for the poetry, 
but then, I never liked poetry too 
well. So maybe its me, not the poe
try® Dicidently, that guy at th© 
top of the cover illustration has a 
nose that bears a very strong resem
blance to one that is carried by a 
VERY good friend -of mine® Nothing 
personal intended, I hip®.

Well, that about sums up my react
ion to this issue® All in all, 
quit® good; keep on with the Inpro- 
vements.......you’ve got the makings

_________ ;_________ __
Ue hear from Boggs, he also 
pa id———h inth int h inth inth inth inth 1

Allow me to congratulate you on 
Lunacy #7. At the very least it is 
a 100ft improvement over #6, to a 
large measure due to tho dummied ri- 
^it margins® If you drop this im
portant innovation. Lunacy will be 
the correct name for both the mag 
and the state of your mind®

Of course as you remark, material 
was somewhat lacking, but what you 
did assemble was all good® Your ed
itorial was excellent—even better 
than last time, and I’m not saying 
that merely because you had such 
nice things to say about "Star of 
Wonder". Your consents on kiddie 
fantasy on the air were on the targ
et; verily, seme of that stuff is 
pretty good, if juvenilet I happen 
-ed to catch a Buck Rogers episode 
some months ago, and found it sur
prisingly well-written and Interest- 
mg a

If you can condone such a ghastly 
tie-in of such horrible doings with 
our , National Holiday, Doris Currier 
pome "Thanksgiving" .was very good® 
The tagline seemed to me a bit "off 
but at least the verso rimed, and 
presented a properly ghoulish seen© 
Coming from Salem® It seems quite 
probable that Doris knows whereof
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she speaks.Van Convening’s ver 
-se about the planets was a strange 
mixture of astrology and astronomy 
but was quite anus Ing, There were 
sone amusing cracks,such as the one 
about Jove*© Redspot, but one cou
ld wish for a bit snoother rythn.

Letters From The Lunatics (glad 
you changed the name) is a good re
ader’s cSslunno Everybody wrote char 
ming letters,not the least of which 
was Sneary’s usual merry missive . 
Coswal and Norton came up with some 
good ideas about changing the human 
fora. Wings would be nice, but not 
so nice would be the change in the 
structure of the chest in order to 
support usuable wings® Old Tregon- 
see’s fora night be nice, but I dou
bt if it would have any sex appeal 
so if You’re a mad scientist don’t 
try converting the human race to 
Tregonsce’s.,..Anything but that... 
even Wonsei’s.

A new Lunatic breaks his way into 
our little colony, its Gil Ayala. 
Dear Looney;

Oh joy! Oh bliss! Lunacy has 
finally arrived! Tearing it, what 
do I find? (l)neat contone page (2 
Editor’s column is improving with 
each ish and (3) I’m beginning to 
find that I’m really looking for
ward to receiving each succeeding 
issue of Lunacy.

Like Yo Ed, I too, am addicted to 
listening in on those daily serial 
shows. ruite entertaining, if Ido 
say so myself . Buck Rogers is by 
far the most intriguing. Right now 
he’s nn some planetoid called Magna 
which scons to be Inhabited chiefly 
by man-hating robots! Wonder how 
he’ll get out of this one?

xo those who want to change Lun
acy’s name, I say what for? The 
name is original and it is not as 
phoney sounding as some of Redd ’s 
(no offense meant) Who wants a 
super fantastic title or one that 
is unpronounciblc gibberish? I for 
one don’t,.

I’d like to nut my two cents in 
concerning the friction between YF 
and the old guard. I believe that 
if YF is ever going to get anywhere 
it will have to do it on its own in 
-itiative, And as for Bogg’s sugg

estion that wo quit trying to fora 
a new club (namely YF) and follow 
WFF like Mary's little lambs, all 
I can say is.........Poole!!

Ton Jewett also makes the Loony set 
Dear Jawge;

Lunacy arrived today, and looks 
very good in its new, dummied for
mat. Too bad it wont continue to 
be dummied,but we all know how hard 
it is to type stuff two or three 
tines.

As for the name changing, I’m agin 
it. After all,what’s in a name? Lun 
acy got along fine so far, and unless 
you’re willing to toss away your 
prestige, I think you ought to keop 
this name of Lunacy, which isn’t so 
far wrong after all.

About "Buck Rogers”. I listen to 
it. Yahs, I do! And it isnt as 
Juvenile as you think. It’s really 
very entertaining,and presents many 
good ideas. If it happened to be a 
thirty-minute onee-a-week program 
all you guys would bo properly en
thusiastic. But since its a Serial 
—oh, you’re too grown-up for that 
kind of stuff. Many serials, my 
friends,are much bettor writton and 
more thought provoking than many of 
tlie half-hour weeklies. AND I an 
NOT thinking about the soap-box op
eras which I thoroughly detest. 
I’m talking about the adventure- 
type serials. To me, Superman is 
just a supernain in tho neck, as is 
Captain Midnite. Jack Armstrong, 
Buck Rogers and Tom Hix are the best 
written, best directed,best all ar
ound five-a-week serials that’re on 
the air. And unless you’re familiar 
with them, don’t try to talk other
wise. I have spoken,.I

And that’s all tho letters I re
ceived that were printable. How 
about some letters that havo moat 
in thorn. Nbt just "this was good 

that wasn’t and so forth" Thores 
plenty in this issue so cone forth

Announcing the next issue. A$ far 
as I know there’s nothing in it. 

The way I feel now , I’m glad, 
glad! you hear! Glad! Glad!
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REPORT EROII ANDTOIIEDA
by James Strelff (not Tells)

One of tiie topics of discussion 
at the meeting of the Wichita Solen 
-ce Fiction Society which occurred 
the 29th of Dec,194o, was semantics 
For the benefit of those who have 
not studied tills faslnating sub
ject yet, I suggest that they in 
-vestigate it immediately, or else 
"The plogies will get you if you 
don’t watch out?”

It is very important that people 
who use words as much as fans do, 

t should understand the significances 
of tlie words that they employ, Gen 
»eral Semantics is not so much a 
study of the meanings of words as 
an orientation of the relations of 

words to reality.
One of the decisions of the tech- 

nical council of the WSFS is that; 
a practical spaceship must bo atom
ic powered. As yet no methods of 
this application of atomic power 
which are even remotely practical, 
have as yet been worked out by us, 
and we are anxiously casting about 
for any suggestions at all, 310 matt 
-er how imp? ajttsal they may seem 
on the surface*

Since that seems to be all of to 
news for this trip, I will close 
with the remark that right behind 

jlt*##****^*#**^*****^^*^;!':**#***}}:*^

........... FOR SALE 
GEORGE CALDWELL 
SAW ANSELMO

BOOKS FOR SALES
Deluge-—Fowler S. Wright—0.50
Thuvia, Maid of liars—Burroughs— 

.0.90
Chessmen of liars—Burroughs—-01.00
Warlord of Hurs- " —31,00
Gods of liars-— " ■—-8 .50
Princess of Liars-— " —QI. 00
The Dream^-H.Go Wells------3 .75 
Land of no Shad ow—Claudy—0 ,55 
Mystery Lien of Mars—Claudy-Q .55 
1000 Years a Minute—Claudy-0 .55 
Ayesha------II.R, Haggard----S ,90 
Land of Unreason—deCamp-—>82.00 

inmniEMi r. znuAr- nnnsniERE zee;

FOR SALE..............
1115 SAW ANSELMO AVEO 
CALIFORNIA.

Famou Fantastic Hysterics for SaleX 
Q 8.75 Vol 1, No 1—Sept* 1939 
O 0.50 apiece: Nov,Dec. 1939, Jan, 
Feb, Lar, Apr, Oct, Dec, 1940 
Q 8*35 apiece: Feb, Apr, June, Aug 
Oct. 1941
O 8*30 apiece: Febf Sent, Oct, Dee 
1942* Liar, Sept, Dee, 1943. Bar. 
June, Sept, 1944. War, June, Sept 
1945 o
Fantastic Novels0
Q 8.55 apiece: Jan. 1941, Anr,1941 
HHFiHinnnEnnnniEEEEEEEEEEEEEJJXLLILLL




